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Human Driving Today
The balance between safety & efficiency



How would you define “driving safely” for an AV?

Self-driving cars should be statistically better 
than a human driver

A statistical argument



Miles Driven
The more miles I drive without a crash, the safer I am

Miles driven here Not the same as here



Avoid collisions at all costs

A catch-all

How would you define “driving safely” for an AV?



The AV Must Avoid Collisions at all Costs



So what do we do?



What do humans do?



Explicit Traffic Rules
Establish priority of road agent interests 
to avoid collisions

• Come to complete stop 
at red lights

• Don’t cross a double-yellow line 

• Obey posted speed limits

• Yield to other road users 
when posted

Set limits on vehicle operation



Implicit Rules of the road
A general set of principles applied by the driver 

• Keep a safe distance from the car 
in front of you

• Drive cautiously under limited visibility

• Don’t drive slow in the fast lane

• Don’t cut off other drivers

Flexible, culturally dependent



Implicit Rules of the Road
Essential for Navigating Complex Scenarios



Responsibility Sensitive Safety
An open, transparent, technology neutral safety model for autonomous driving

RSS digitizes the implicit rules of 
the road, providing a check on 

AV decision-making, and a 
technology-neutral performance 

benchmark for regulators



Rules of RSS
Rules to verify AV safety & performance

Do not hit someone from behind1
Do not cut-in recklessly2
Right-of-Way is given, not taken3
Be careful in areas with limited visibility4
If you can avoid a crash without causing another, you must5



Responsibility Sensitive Safety (RSS)

Keep a safe distance 
longitudinally

& laterally

Safe distance 
compromised in
both directions

Brake to restore 
safe longitudinal 

distance

Formalize
Human notions of

safe driving

Execute
The Appropriate Response

Identify
A Dangerous Situation



Part 1: 
defining a safe state

A formal version of the 3-second-rule from Driver’s Ed



What makes a safe state? 
First and foremost, keep a safe distance from others



What Determines safe Distance?
If the silver car slams on the brakes, 

how much space do I need to avoid hitting it?

Reaction 
time

Braking needed 
to avoid crash

Velocity Velocity 

Max braking 
capability

We determine safe distance 
based on the following parameters



What Determines safe Distance?
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Define Safe Lateral Distance
More complicated than longitudinal 

We rarely stay perfectly centered in our lane



Define Safe Lateral Distance
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We also have a “lane within the lane” (𝝁)
The max movement allowed within the lane without

compromising safety

Braking needed 
to avoid crash

Velocity 

Velocity 
Braking needed 
to avoid crash



Proof part 2: Danger Threshold

From our safe distance formula, we can infer a 
tipping point between safety & danger



The Danger Threshold
The moment just before we reach an unsafe distance

longitudinally and laterally

𝒅𝒎𝒊𝒏



Proof Part 3: Proper Response
Once we cross the Danger Threshold, we must take 
action to restore safe distance, otherwise we 
remain exposed to a potentially unavoidable crash



Proper Response – Longitudinal Danger
Though the silver car initiated the dangerous situation,

the blue car still ought to brake to return to a safe distance

𝒅𝒎𝒊𝒏



Proper Response: Lateral
In a dangerous lateral situation, 

both vehicles may need to react to avoid a crash



Does it work?





What’s the catch?



What is Bmax? 
Values for braking, acceleration, reaction time are not static,

but dynamic based on the situation.

How do we determine the reasonable expectations
of other agents?
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12 m/s2 is a big assumption for braking

12.57

12.45

10.17

9.67

8.84

8.19

2018 Porsche 911 GT3¹

2018 Corvette C6 Z06¹

2016 Mazda CX5²

2016 Jeep Cherokee²

2015 Ford F150³

1996 Honda Civic⁴

max braking force (m/s²)

1 https://www.brembo.com/en/company/news/50-special 2 https://www.motortrend.com/cars/mazda/cx-5/2016/small-crossover-comparison-big-test/
3 https://special-reports.pickuptrucks.com/2015/01/2015-annual-physical-braking.html 4 https://www.motortrend.com/cars/honda/civic/1996/1996-honda-civic-ex-wrapup
Calculations were made using initial velocity, vi (100kph or 60mph) and stopping distances, d, with the formula: force= vi / ( d*( 2/vi ) )

https://www.brembo.com/en/company/news/50-special
https://www.motortrend.com/cars/mazda/cx-5/2016/small-crossover-comparison-big-test/
https://special-reports.pickuptrucks.com/2015/01/2015-annual-physical-braking.html
https://www.motortrend.com/cars/honda/civic/1996/1996-honda-civic-ex-wrapup


2 cars traveling 45 mph: how much space is safe?
36 ft (1-2 car lengths)

12 m/s

45 mi/h 45 mi/h 

12 m/s

With superhuman reaction time and supercar braking capability for both vehicles

0.5 s



Reaction time Plays a huge role
Human average is ~2.3 s1

AVs will be dramatically better (closer to 0.5 s)

Examples assume amax is 1.0 m/s2, velocity of both cars is 20 m/s (~45mph), and that the average car length is 15 ft
1 https://copradar.com/redlight/factors/IEA2000_ABS51.pdf

1.5 s 12 m/s2 12 m/s2 110 ft
(7+ car lengths)

2.5 s 12 m/s2 12 m/s2 188 ft 
(9+ car lengths)

0.5 s 12 m/s2 12 m/s2 36 ft
(2+ car lengths)

Braking 
(following car)

Braking 
(lead car)

Reaction 
Time

Safe 
Distance



What happens as we change braking capability?
Better capability in the following car shrinks safe distance needed

Examples assume amax is 1.0 m/s2, velocity of both cars is 20 m/s (~45mph), and that the average car length is 15 ft

0.5 s 10 m/s2 10 m/s2 36 ft
(2+ car lengths)

0.5 s 12 m/s2 10 m/s2 25 ft 
(1+ car lengths)

0.5 s 8 m/s2 10 m/s2 53 ft
(3+ car lengths)

Braking 
(following car)

Braking 
(lead car)

Reaction 
Time

Safe 
Distance



What happens as we change braking capability?
Better capability in the lead car grows safe distance needed

Examples assume amax is 1.0 m/s2, velocity of both cars is 20 m/s (~45mph), and that the average car length is 15 ft

2.3 s 10 m/s2 10 m/s2 175 ft
(11+ car lengths)

2.3 s 10 m/s2 12 m/s2 186 ft 
(12+ car lengths)

2.3 s 10 m/s2 8 m/s2 159 ft
(10+ car lengths)

Braking 
(following car)

Braking 
(lead car)

Reaction 
Time

Safe 
Distance



Faster Lateral action → more distance needed

Examples assume v1,p and v2,p are (v1 + palat,max ) and (v2 + palat,max ), respectively, where alat,max is 0.8 m/s2, and both v2 and v1 are 1 m/s. 𝝁 is set to 0.5 m
1 https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/geometric/pubs/mitigationstrategies/chapter3/3_lanewidth.cfm

Lane width in the United States ranges from 9-12 ft1

0.5 s 1.8 m/s2 1.8 m/s2 6.4 ft

0.5 s 3 m/s2 1.8 m/s2 10 ft 

0.5 s 0.8 m/s2 1.8 m/s2 4.4 ft

Lateral 
acceleration 
assumption

Lateral braking 
to avoid crash

Reaction 
Time

Safe 
Distance



Limited Visibility & Occluded areas
When sensing capabilities are physically limited,

We must exhibit caution 



The Blind Corner
If something obstructs our view, we may not see that we’re 

about to cross the Danger Threshold

B U I L D I N G What max speed should we 
expect a car coming from 

behind this building?

𝒅𝒎𝒊𝒏

35



Neighborhoods without sidewalks
Are likely to have people walking along 
& playing in the street



Neighborhoods with Sidewalks
Pull people away from the street, allowing 

cars to more safely operate at higher speeds



Applying rSS
RSS can fit in the vehicle, in our testing,
and in our lexicon of  vehicle safety

On the 
road

in
vehicle

In regulation



RSS inside the vehicle

Ai-based 
planner

Vision
system

ActuationChecker

Validation as a doer-checker



Actuation

The doer-checker
Assesses danger, validates planner’s decisions, 
and triggers proper responses

AI-Based 
Planner

Checker

A m  I  i n  d a n g e r ?

D o e s  m y  p r o p o s e d  a c t i o n  
v i o l a t e  R S S  p r o o f s ?

I f  Yes ,  return  
to  p lanner

I f  Yes ,  ca lcu late  the  
Proper  Response 

Vision 
system



RSS outside the vehicle
Validating vehicle behavior on a test track



Institute for 
Automated Mobility

A consortium of industry, 
academia, and government

THE 
IAM 

MODEL

PRIVATE 
INUDSTRY

GOVERNMENT

ACADEMIA



RSS & the Instrumented Intersection

With the rise of intelligent sensors 
& edge computing

we can enable intersections 
to analyze driver behavior 
using RSS



Proactive Regulation of AV
An opportunity to get ahead of the curve

For the first time, we have the chance 
to define in advance and not after the fact, 

the desired balance of safety, utility, and efficiency
of AV’s on the road



RSS Momentum
The model is gaining traction

across the globe



Intel partners with Baidu
To develop an RSS-based AV driving policy

“Our team recognizes the value and 
critical role that Mobileye’s RSS model 
plays in safely deploying autonomous 

driving. Apollo platform will integrate 
RSS to successfully enable safe driving 
today, and drive further autonomous 

research on China’s roadways.”

– Weihao Gu
General  Manager ,  Inte l l igent  Dr iv ing  Unit

Ba idu





Safecomp paper



And more…



Announcing…



C++11 RSS Library

• Longitudinal scenarios

• Same and opposite direction

• Lateral scenarios &
Multilane roads

• Intersection handling

Standalone Open Source Library currently covering a 
subset of RSS rules (with development ongoing)

1

2

3

1

2

3

https://intel.github.io/ad-rss-lib/



C++ RSS Library overview

R e a l  V e h i c l e  o r  S i m u l a t o r

World Modeling

Plan

Driving BehaviorPerception

Sense

Extract RSS 
World Model

Receive 
Sensor Data

A D  R S S  L I B

Extract 
Situations

Check
Situations

Resolve
Responses

Transform
Response

Create Actuator
Commands

Enforce RSS
Restrictions

Act

User 
Implementation

User 
Implementation



RSS Library & CARLA



NHTSA PRE-CRASH SCENARIOS IN cARLA

Scenario: red light / stop 
sign at T-Junction

V2 has a stop sign…
And runs right through it

Using RSS, V1 analyzes 
vehicle telemetry, 

identifies the danger, and 
avoids a crash

v1

v2



AV Safety: An issue larger than one company
What are we doing

industry
Engaging with customers, 

competitors and consortia to have 
an open dialogue on AV safety

academia
RSS Research Centers at 

Universities in USA, PRC and EU

Government / NGO’s
Understanding government 

expectations on transparency and 
verification of AV safety

Real world
Deploying RSS in our on AV Fleet 
in very challenging environments




